THE
WORLD'S FAIR
RADIO AMATEUR COUNCIL

EXHIBIT
1933 - 1934

"A CENTURY OF PROGRESS"
1933


Two thousand feet of exhibit space in the Travel and Transport Building were secured, exhibit space sold to manufacturers of radio apparatus, historical exhibit material gathered, high powered modern radio transmitters were designed and built to operate under the calls W9USA and W9USB specially assigned by the Federal Radio Commission and it only remained for four thousand hams and 450,000 of the general public to come, see and admire the radio amateur displays for five well-filled months of crowded activity. And - they came from nearly every continent. Our register contains the signatures of Senatore Guglielmo Marconi, Hiram Percy Maxim and hundreds of other prominent radio men. The Exhibit was a success and the Council is proud of its 1933 displays.

1934

This year - you will find us in the same location as last season.

Two thousand feet of Amateur Radio - presented to you in a "New Way" - colorfully and artistically handled in true 1934 style.

A truly Amateur Radio Mecca. Here you will find the latest and best radio material on display by our co-operating exhibitors - the radio parts profession. They are helping us and we are helping them to show their finest to our visitors - their market.

We have six transmitters in operation this year, on phone and CW. They are constructed in a new way and composed of various styles and powers. One transmitter, in the Court of the Hall of Science, puts on a half hour show every day before an audience of 10,000 people.

W9USA is our call this year on all wavebands allotted to amateur use and on all of our transmitters - both phone and CW.

We have an excellent show for you to see and we hope you will visit us some time this summer.

You are cordially invited to come. You will never forget this treat.

WORLD'S FAIR RADIO AMATEUR COUNCIL - SUITE 1005 - 19 SOUTH WELLS STREET - CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
THE WORLD'S FAIR RADIO AMATEUR COUNCIL is sponsor of the Radio Amateur Exhibits at “A Century of Progress” 1933 and 1934.

The Council is composed of prominent Radio Transmitting Amateurs appointed by the various Amateur Radio Clubs and Independent Groups of the entire Chicago Area.

The Organization is responsible wholly to the Amateurs of the Chicago Area and in no way is responsible to any outside business concern or commercial entity.

The Radio Amateur Exhibit is our work at hand. We are financed by funds derived from the sale of space in the Radio Amateur Exhibit - “A Century of Progress.”

The Radio Amateur Exhibit is sponsored by us for the purpose of promoting Amateur Radio and Short Wave Radio. We aim to present, at the Fair, a better understanding of our hobby to the public at large and those interested in our subject.